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Announcements
Quiz 3 a week from today
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Last time
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Intelligence augmentation aims to place AI in context by using it 
to amplify our own abilities
Debates rage about the levels of autonomy to grant to AIs: from 
fully autonomous agents that act on the person’s behalf, to direct 
manipulation that always leaves the user in full control
Mixed initiative interaction splits the difference by asking, acting, 
or doing nothing based on its confidence and assessment of the 
benefit
End users and designers seek to work with these AI tools



Today
Problem:
     Unpredictable tools are terrible interfaces
     Why? Because we have no good conceptual model

Solutions:
     Towards conversational AI interfaces
     Dealing with ambiguity of natural language
     Iterative refinement (not iterative trial-and-error)
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https://labs.openai.com/e/x33Ptp1RN7WNg6r27BNBwOqV/hhHQPzpAJhyWTtCSYqyCfMNA








stanford memorial 
church with neon 
signage in the style of 
bladerunner

Iteration 1

stanford memorial 
church and main quad 
with palm trees in the 
style of bladerunner

Iteration 3

nighttime rain stanford 
memorial church and 
main quad with palm 
trees, night market 
food stalls and neon 
signs in the style of 
bladerunner

Iteration 8

nighttime rain stanford 
memorial church and 
main quad with palm 
trees, night market food 
stalls and neon signs 
like downtown tokyo

Iteration 17



nighttime rain stanford 
memorial church and 
main quad with palm 
trees, night market 
japadog food stalls and 
neon signs, neo tokyo 
bladerunner style film 
still illustration

Iteration 21







Why Johnny Can’t Prompt 
[Zamfirescu-Pereira et al. 2023]

Prompters don’t know what AI can/cannot do. So need examples or 
instructions on how to proceed. Consistent with [Yang 2020].

Prompters over-generalize from a few examples, or errors (give up early). 

Prompters anthropomorphize and filter expectations based on human-
human interactions. 
     Gave direct instructions instead of providing in-context examples.  Even when  
     instructed by human researcher to give examples.

     Some prompters expected AI to understand instructions the way a human would  
     (e.g. instruction: ’do not use ABC’, result: AI uses ABC verbatim in response)
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Conceptual Models





freezer

fresh food

A   B   C   D   E 7    6    5   4   3

Normal Settings C and 4 
Colder Fresh Food C and 5-6 
Coldest Fresh Food B and 7 
Colder Freezer D and 6-7 
Warmer Fresh Food C and 3-1 
OFF (both)

Freezer Fresh Food



A   B   C   D   E
Cooling 

unit

Cooling 
unit 7    6    5   4   3

User’s Conceptual Model

Independently controlled cooling units



7    6    5   4   3

Cooling 
unit

A   B   C   D   E

System Model

One cooling unit controlled by combination of inputs



A good conceptual model let’s users predict how 
input controls affect the output

When the conceptual model is not predictive, 
users resort to trial-and-error 

It is our job as AI tool builders to provide interfaces 
that let users build predictive conceptual models



Gulf of Envisioning  
[Subramonyam et al. 2024]
Capability gap: prompters don’t know how to 
convert intentions into actions the AI can perform, 
because AI capabilities and actions are unclear
Instruction gap: prompters don’t always know 
how to state in natural language what they want 
the AI to do because language is ambiguous
Intentionality gap: prompters don’t always think 
about how to evaluate whether the results really 
meet their needs 20
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Gulf of Execution 
semantic distance

Gulf of Execution 
articulatory distance

Gulf of Evaluation 
semantic distance
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Picture of a cool, young Computer Science  
Professor named Maneesh Agrawala

AI black boxes are terrible interfaces 
• Does “cool” imply a sportscoat?  
• Does “picture” generate a photograph? 
• Cannot predict how input prompt affects 

output image



Human

Picture of a cool, young Computer Science  
Professor named Maneesh Agrawala

AI black boxes are terrible interfaces 
• Does “cool” imply a sportscoat?  
• Does “picture” generate a photograph? 
• Cannot predict how input prompt affects 

output image

Humans



Interacting with a Human



Conversational interaction 
– Builds common ground/shared semantics 
– Can repair to fix ambiguity/misunderstanding 

Conceptual model based on model of self  
But, some iteration still required

Interacting with a Human

Human



No conversation: each prompt generates new output 
– No build up of common ground/shared semantics 
– No repair to fix ambiguity/misunderstanding 

Conceptual model either non-existent or incorrect (based on self )  
Lots of trial-and-error

Interacting with a Black Box AI

AI



Towards Conversational  
AI Interfaces



The question of who the "smartest" professors are can be quite 
subjective and depends on the criteria used for measuring 
intelligence. …However, some professors are renowned for their 
groundbreaking work … Here are a few examples of professors who 
are often celebrated for their intellectual contributions:
1.Stephen Hawking - The late professor was a theoretical physicist 
known for his work on black holes and cosmology.
2.Noam Chomsky - A linguist, philosopher, and cognitive scientist 
known for revolutionizing the study of linguistics and for his work on 
theories of grammar and syntax.
3.Robert Shiller - An economist at Yale University known for his work 
on behavioral finance and his prescient warnings about economic 
bubbles.
4.Daniel Kahneman - A psychologist and Nobel laureate known for his 
work on the psychology of judgment and decision-making, as well as 
behavioral economics.
5.Mary-Claire King - A geneticist known for her discoveries concerning 
genetic breast cancer and human genome diversity.

ChatGPT 4

Who is the smartest professor?



In the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI), there are many 
leading scholars who are considered highly intelligent based on their 
contributions, innovations, and influence in the field. Here are a few 
notable professors in HCI who have made significant impacts:
1.Ben Shneiderman - A Professor Emeritus at the University of 
Maryland, he is known for pioneering the development of the graphical 
user interface and for introducing ideas such as direct manipulation.
2. Hiroshi Ishii - A professor at the MIT Media Lab, Ishii is renowned 
for his work in tangible user interfaces, which seeks to make digital 
physical, and his innovative contributions to interaction design.
3. Jennifer Preece - A professor at the University of Maryland, she is 
known for her work in online communities, social usability, and the 
intersection of HCI and environmental conservation.
4. Dan Olsen Jr. - A professor at Brigham Young University, known for 
his work on software tools for interface design and interactive system 
design methodologies.
5. Yvonne Rogers - A professor at University College London and 
director of the Interaction Centre at UCL (UCLIC), her work has been 
pivotal in the areas of ubiquitous computing and collaborative learning.
These scholars have all authored influential research, developed 
innovative technologies, and contributed to both the academic and 
practical advancements in HCI. …
 

By smartest I mean smartest in in HCI

ChatGPT 4



And who is smartest in the Bay Area?

Identifying the "smartest" individual in the Bay Area or any region is 
highly subjective and depends on the criteria used to define "smart." …
In academia, the Bay Area is home to world-class institutions like 
Stanford University and the University of California, Berkeley, where … 
highly esteemed scholars have taught and conducted research. …
1. Jennifer Doudna, a professor at UC Berkeley, co-inventor of 
CRISPR-Cas9, a groundbreaking technology in gene editing.
2. Andrew Ng, a computer scientist and entrepreneur known for his 
work in artificial intelligence and machine learning. He has taught at 
Stanford and co-founded Coursera.
3. Carol S. Dweck, a professor at Stanford University, well-known for 
her work on the mindset psychological trait.
In the tech industry, numerous influential leaders are renowned for 
their intellectual contributions and innovative thinking:
1. Elon Musk, CEO of Tesla and SpaceX, known for his work in 
electric vehicles, renewable energy, and space technology.
2. Sundar Pichai, CEO of Alphabet Inc., the parent company of 
Google, known for leading and expanding one of the world's most 
significant tech companies.

ChatGPT 4



And who is smartest in this way in the Bay Area?

ChatGPT 4

In the Bay Area, which is a major hub for innovation in technology and 
design, several prominent HCI professors are recognized for their 
significant contributions to the field. Here are a few notable figures:
1.Terry Winograd - Professor Emeritus at Stanford University, he is 
highly influential in the field of HCI. His early work on natural language 
understanding was foundational, and he shifted his focus to design and 
interaction, mentoring many leaders in technology, …
2. James Landay - A professor of Computer Science at Stanford 
University and an expert in human-computer interaction and design. He 
has made significant contributions to the development of tools and 
techniques for designing and building user interfaces.
3. Scott Klemmer - Co-director of the Design Lab at UC San Diego 
and previously a professor at Stanford, his work focuses on Human-
Computer Interaction, social computing, and design. Although not 
currently based in the Bay Area, his influence there continues.
4. Jennifer Mankoff - Previously a professor at UC Berkeley and now 
at the University of Washington, she has done substantial work in HCI 
with a focus on accessibility, health informatics, and sustainability.
5. Eric Paulos - A professor at UC Berkeley in the Electrical 
Engineering and Computer Sciences department, his work intersects at 
the boundaries of design, art, and technology, focusing on critical 
making and HCI.



And who is smartest in this way at Stanford?

ChatGPT 4

At Stanford University, several leading figures in the field of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI) have made significant contributions. …
1. Terry Winograd - A Professor Emeritus at Stanford, he is widely 
recognized for his contributions to HCI, particularly his early work on 
natural language processing and his shift towards design and 
interaction. His guidance has shaped many leaders in technology, …
2. James Landay - Professor of Computer Science specializing in HCI, 
his research includes technology’s role in social interaction, interface 
design, and ubiquitous computing. He has been influential in 
developing new methods for designing user interfaces.
3. Michael Bernstein - An Associate Professor of Computer Science, 
his work combines elements of HCI with crowdsourcing, social 
computing, and the design of novel social interfaces. His research has 
focused on harnessing crowds to improve productivity and creativity.
4. Scott Klemmer - Formerly a professor at Stanford and now at UC 
San Diego, his work focuses extensively on human-computer 
interaction, social computing, and design. He has contributed 
significantly to interactive systems and design thinking education.
5. Jeffrey Heer - Though primarily known for his work in data 
visualization, his contributions intersect significantly with HCI. He 
designs interactive systems for visual analysis and communication, 
integrating HCI principles into data visualization tools.



Conversational Interactions 
with ChatGPT
Support for turn-taking and context enables some common ground

– AI and human can refer to concepts from earlier exchanges to refine them
– But refinement is one-sided.  AI doesn’t ask for refinement – human adds it
– AI model does not immediately learn (or update weights) from the conversation. 
– Grounding seems shallow (unclear what ChatGPT knows and doesn’t know/remember) 

 



Establishing Common Ground

DreamBooth: Fine Tuning Text-to-Image Diffusion Models  
for Subject-Driven Generation [Ruiz 2022]



Repair

Prompt-to-Prompt Image Editing with Cross Attention Control [Hertz 2022]



Dealing with Ambiguity of 
Natural Language





Prompt: full body, walking pose, slow motion, female 
spiderman wearing full body (light silver armour:1. 2), 
(insanely detailed, bloom:1. 5), (highest quality, Alessandro 
Casagrande, Greg Rutkowski, Sally Mann, concept art, 4k), 
(analog:1. 2), (high sharpness), (detailed pupils:1. 1), 
(painting:1. 1), (digital painting:1. 1), detailed face and eyes, 
Masterpiece, best quality, (highly detailed photo:1. 1), 8k, 
photorealistic, (long blonde Hair, ponytail haircut, ecstatic:1. 
1), (young woman:1. 1), By jeremy mann, by sandra 
chevrier, by maciej kuciara, sharp, (perfect body:1. 1), 
realistic, real shadow, 3d, (cold background:1. 2), (by 
Michelangelo)



Prompt: full body, walking pose, slow motion, female 
spiderman wearing full body (light silver armour:1. 2), 
(insanely detailed, bloom:1. 5), (highest quality, Alessandro 
Casagrande, Greg Rutkowski, Sally Mann, concept art, 4k), 
(analog:1. 2), (high sharpness), (detailed pupils:1. 1), 
(painting:1. 1), (digital painting:1. 1), detailed face and eyes, 
Masterpiece, best quality, (highly detailed photo:1. 1), 8k, 
photorealistic, (long blonde Hair, ponytail haircut, ecstatic:1. 
1), (young woman:1. 1), By jeremy mann, by sandra 
chevrier, by maciej kuciara, sharp, (perfect body:1. 1), 
realistic, real shadow, 3d, (cold background:1. 2), (by 
Michelangelo)

Problem: prompt provides little spatial control over 
composition and pose 



Prompt: full body, walking swinging pose, slow motion, 
female spiderman wearing full body (light silver armour:1. 
2), (insanely detailed, bloom:1. 5), (highest quality, 
Alessandro Casagrande, Greg Rutkowski, Sally Mann, 
concept art, 4k), (analog:1. 2), (high sharpness), (detailed 
pupils:1. 1), (painting:1. 1), (digital painting:1. 1), detailed face 
and eyes, Masterpiece, best quality, (highly detailed photo:1. 
1), 8k, photorealistic, (long blonde Hair, ponytail haircut, 
ecstatic:1. 1), (young woman:1. 1), By jeremy mann, by 
sandra chevrier, by maciej kuciara, sharp, (perfect body:1. 1), 
realistic, real shadow, 3d, (cold background:1. 2), (by 
Michelangelo)

Problem: prompt provides little spatial control over 
composition and pose 

small changes to the prompt completely change the 
image composition



Adding Conditional Control to Text-to-Image Diffusion Models [Zhang 2023]



Adding Conditional Control to Text-to-Image Diffusion Models [Zhang 2023]



Adding Conditional Control to Text-to-Image Diffusion Models [Zhang 2023]



Adding Conditional Control to Text-to-Image Diffusion Models [Zhang 2023]



Dealing with Ambiguity of Spatial Language

Idea: User provides conditioning image that puts spatially localized constraints on the output image

Adding Conditional Control to Text-to-Image Diffusion Models [Zhang 2023]



Dealing with Ambiguity of Spatial Language

Idea: User provides conditioning image that puts spatially localized constraints on the output image

Adding Conditional Control to Text-to-Image Diffusion Models [Zhang 2023]



Iterative Refinement  
(not Iterative Trial-and-Error)



Incremental 
Actions
Maintain shared structure before 
and after action 

Break into sequence of simpler 
actions/steps 



Stable Diffusion Inpainting Model

Incremental Actions: Maintain Shared Structure



Adding Conditional Control to Text-to-Image Diffusion Models [Zhang 2023]

Incremental Actions: Maintain Shared Structure



AI

Prompt: Generate a 3D  
model of a Chair

Output Code
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Output 3D Model

Neurosymbolic Methods for Computer Graphics [Ritchie 2023]
Human

Incremental Actions: Break Into Simpler Actions/Steps



There are 16 balls in total. 
Half of the balls are golf 
balls. That means that 
there are 8 golf balls. Half 
of the golf balls are blue. 
That means that there are 
4 blue golf balls.

AI

Q: A juggler can juggle 
16 balls. Half of the 
balls are golf balls, and 
half of the golf balls are 
blue. How many blue 
golf balls are there? 
 
A: Let’s think step by 
step. Output Code

Execute

Output Answer

Large Language Models are Zero-Shot Reasoners [Kojima 2023]

Human

4

Incremental Actions: Break Into Simpler Actions/Steps



Summary
When users cannot predict how input controls affect outputs the interface is terrible 

– True of black box AI
– True of humans
– Will always be true until we can develop ways to explain the mapping from inputs to outputs

Approaches to improving AI interfaces 
– Allow conversational turn taking, Establish common ground/shared semantics, Provide repair 

mechanisms
– Deal with ambiguity of natural language by developing other input modalities 
– Enable iterative refinement, by maintaining shared structures 
– Use code as an intermediate language to enable iterative refinement via incremental actions
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